Language model (LM) adaptation is important for both speech and language processing. It is often achieved by combining a generic LM with a topic-specific model that is more relevant to the target document. Unlike previous work on unsupervised LM adaptation, this paper investigates how effectively using named entity (NE) information, instead of considering all the words, helps LM adaptation. We evaluate two latent topic analysis approaches in this paper, namely, clustering and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). In addition, a new dynamically adapted weighting scheme for topic mixture models is proposed based on LDA topic analysis. Our experimental results show that the NE-driven LM adaptation framework outperforms the baseline generic LM. The best result is obtained using the LDA-based approach by expanding the named entities with syntactically filtered words, together with using a large number of topics, which yields a perplexity reduction of 14.23% compared to the baseline generic LM.
Introduction
Language model (LM) adaptation plays an important role in speech recognition and many natural language processing tasks, such as machine translation and information retrieval. Statistical N-gram LMs have been widely used; however, they capture only local contextual information. In addition, even with the increasing amount of LM training data, there is often a mismatch problem because of differences in domain, topics, or styles. Adaptation of LM, therefore, is very important in order to better deal with a variety of topics and styles.
Many studies have been conducted for LM adaptation. One method is supervised LM adaptation, where topic information is typically available and a topic specific LM is interpolated with the generic LM (Kneser and Steinbiss, 1993; Suzuki and Gao, 2005) . In contrast, various unsupervised approaches perform latent topic analysis for LM adaptation. To identify implicit topics from the unlabeled corpus, one simple technique is to group the documents into topic clusters by assigning only one topic label to a document (Iyer and Ostendorf, 1996) . Recently several other methods in the line of latent semantic analysis have been proposed and used in LM adaptation, such as latent semantic analysis (LSA) (Bellegarda, 2000) , probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) (Gildea and Hofmann, 1999) , and LDA (Blei et al., 2003) . Most of these existing approaches are based on the "bag of words" model to represent documents, where all the words are treated equally and no relation or association between words is considered.
Unlike prior work in LM adaptation, this paper investigates how to effectively leverage named entity information for latent topic analysis. Named entities are very common in domains such as newswire or broadcast news, and carry valuable information, which we hypothesize is topic indicative and useful for latent topic analysis. We compare different latent topic generation approaches as well as model adaptation methods, and propose an LDA based dynamic weighting method for the topic mixture model. Furthermore, we expand named entities by incorporating other content words, in order to capture more topic information. Our experimental results show that the proposed method of incorporating named information in LM adaptation is effective. In addition, we find that for the LDA based adaptation scheme, adding more content words and increasing the number of topics can further improve the performance significantly.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review some related work. Section 3 describes in detail our unsupervised LM adaptation approach using named entities. Experimental results are presented and discussed in Section 4. Conclusion and future work appear in Section 5.
Related Work
There has been a lot of previous related work on LM adaptation. Suzuki and Gao (2005) compared different supervised LM adaptation approaches, and showed that three discriminative methods significantly outperform the maximum a posteriori (MAP) method. For unsupervised LM adaptation, an earlier attempt is a cache-based model (Kuhn and Mori, 1990) , developed based on the assumption that words appearing earlier in a document are likely to appear again. The cache concept has also been used to increase the probability of unseen but topically related words, for example, the triggerbased LM adaptation using the maximum entropy approach (Rosenfeld, 1996) .
Latent topic analysis has recently been investigated extensively for language modeling. Iyer and Ostendorf (1996) used hard clustering to obtain topic clusters for LM adaptation, where a single topic is assigned to each document. Bellegarda (2000) employed Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) to map documents into implicit topic sub-spaces and demonstrated significant reduction in perplexity and word error rate (WER). Its probabilistic extension, PLSA, is powerful for characterizing topics and documents in a probabilistic space and has been used in LM adaptation. For example, Gildea and Hofmann (1999) reported noticeable perplexity reduction via a dynamic combination of many unigram topic models with a generic trigram model. Proposed by Blei et al. (2003) , Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) loosens the constraint of the document-specific fixed weights by using a prior distribution and has quickly become one of the most popular probabilistic text modeling techniques. LDA can overcome the drawbacks in the PLSA model, and has been shown to outperform PLSA in corpus perplexity and text classification experiments (Blei et al., 2003) . Tam and Schultz (2005) successfully applied the LDA model to unsupervised LM adaptation by interpolating the background LM with the dynamic unigram LM estimated by the LDA model. Hsu and Glass (2006) investigated using hidden Markov model with LDA to allow for both topic and style adaptation. Mrva and Woodland (2006) achieved WER reduction on broadcast conversation recognition using an LDA based adaptation approach that effectively combined the LMs trained from corpora with different styles: broadcast news and broadcast conversation data.
In this paper, we investigate unsupervised LM adaptation using clustering and LDA based topic analysis. Unlike the clustering based interpolation method as in (Iyer and Ostendorf, 1996) , we explore different distance measure methods for topic analysis. Different from the LDA based framework as in (Tam and Schultz, 2005) , we propose a novel dynamic weighting scheme for the topic adapted LM. More importantly, the focus of our work is to investigate the role of named entity information in LM adaptation, which to our knowledge has not been explored.
3 Unsupervised LM Adaptation Integrating Named Entities (NEs) 3.1 Overview of the NE-driven LM Adaptation Framework Figure 1 shows our unsupervised LM adaptation framework using NEs. For training, we use the text collection to train the generic word-based N-gram LM. Then we apply named entity recognition (NER) and topic analysis to train multiple topic specific N-gram LMs. During testing, NER is performed on each test document, and then a dynamically adaptive LM based on the topic analysis result is combined with the general LM. Note that in this figure, we evaluate the performance of LM adaptation using the perplexity measure. We will evaluate this framework for N-best or lattice rescoring in speech recognition in the future.
In our experiments, different topic analysis methods combined with different topic matching and adaptive schemes result in several LM adapta-tion paradigms, which are described below in details. 
NE-based Clustering for LM Adaptation
Clustering is a simple unsupervised topic analysis method. We use NEs to construct feature vectors for the documents, rather than considering all the words as in most previous work. We use the CLUTO 1 toolkit to perform clustering. It finds a predefined number of clusters based on a specific criterion, for which we chose the following function:
where K is the desired number of clusters, S i is the set of documents belonging to the i th cluster, v and u represent two documents, and sim (v, u) is the similarity between them. We use the cosine distance to measure the similarity between two documents:
where v r and u r are the feature vectors representing the two documents respectively, in our experiments composed of NEs. For clustering, the elements in every feature vector are scaled based on their term frequency and inverse document fre-1 Available at http://glaros.dtc.umn.edu/gkhome/views/cluto quency, a concept widely used in information retrieval.
After clustering, we train an N-gram LM, called a topic LM, for each cluster using the documents in it.
During testing, we identify the 'topic' for the test document, and interpolate the topic specific LM with the background LM, that is, if the test document belongs to the cluster S * , we can predict a word w k in the document given the word's history h k using the following equation:
where λ is the interpolation weight.
We investigate two approaches to find the topic assignment S * for a given test document.
(A) cross-entropy measure
For a test document d=w 1 ,w 2 ,…,w n with a word distribution p d (w) and a cluster S with a topic LM p s (w), the cross entropy CE(d, S) can be computed as:
From the information theoretic perspective, the cluster with the lower cross entropy value is expected to be more topically correlated to the test document. For each test document, we compute the cross entropy values according to different clusters, and select the cluster S * that satisfies: 
NE-based LDA for LM Adaptation
LDA model (Blei et al., 2003) has been introduced as a new, semantically consistent generative model, which overcomes overfitting and the problem of generating new documents in PLSA. It is a threelevel hierarchical Bayesian model. Based on the LDA model, a document d is generated as follows.
• Sample a vector of K topic mixture weights θ from a prior Dirichlet distribution with parameter α :
• Pick a word w from the multinomial distribution k w, β given the k th topic.
For a document d=w 1 ,w 2 ,…w n , the LDA model assigns it the following probability:
We use the MATLAB topic Toolbox 1.3 (Griffiths et al., 2004) in the training set to obtain the document-topic matrix, DP, and the word-topic matrix, WP. Note that here "words" correspond to the elements in the feature vector used to represent the document (e.g., NEs). In the DP matrix, an entry c ik represents the counts of words in a document d i that are from a topic z k (k=1,2,…,K). In the WP matrix, an entry f jk represents the frequency of a word w j generated from a topic z k (k=1,2,…,K) over the training set.
For training, we assign a topic z i * to a document
. Based on the documents belonging to the different topics, K topic Ngram LMs are trained. This "hard clustering" strategy allows us to train an LM that accounts for all the words rather than simply those NEs used in LDA analysis, as well as use higher order N-gram LMs, unlike the 'unigram' based LDA in previous work.
For a test document d = w 1 ,w 2 ,…,w n that is generated by multiple topics under the LDA assumption, we formulate a dynamically adapted topic model using the mixture of LMs from different topics:
stands for the i th topic LM, and γ i is the mixture weight. Different from the idea of dynamic topic adaptation in (Tam and Schultz, 2005) , we propose a new weighting scheme to calculate γ i that directly uses the two resulting matrices from LDA analysis during training:
where freq(w j ) is the frequency of a word w j in the document d. Other notations are consistent with the previous definitions.
Then we interpolate this adapted topic model with the generic LM, similar to Equation (2): The data set we used is the LDC Mandarin TDT4 corpus, consisting of 337 broadcast news shows with transcriptions. These files were split into small pieces, which we call documents here, according to the topic segmentation information marked in the LDC's transcription. In total, there are 26,646 such documents in our data set. We randomly chose 2661 files as the test data (which is balanced for different news sources). The rest was used for topic analysis and also generic LM training. Punctuation marks were used to determine sentences in the transcriptions. We used the NYU NE tagger (Ji and Grishman, 2005) to recognize four kinds of NEs: Person, Location, Organi-zation, and Geo-political. Table 1 shows the statistics of the data set in our experiments. We trained trigram LMs using the SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002) . A fixed weight (i.e., λ in Equation (2) and (3)) was used for the entire test set when interpolating the generic LM with the adapted topic LM. Perplexity was used to measure the performance of different adapted LMs in our experiments. Table 2 . Topic analysis results using clustering and LDA (the number of documents and the top 10 words (NEs) in each cluster).
Latent Topic Analysis Results
For latent topic analysis, we investigated two approaches using named entities, i.e., clustering and LDA. 5 latent topics were used in both approaches. Table 2 illustrates the resulting topics using the top 10 words in each topic. We can see that the words in the same cluster share some similarity and that the words in different clusters seem to be 'topically' different. Note that errors from automatic NE recognition may impact the clustering results. For example, '队/team' in the table (in topic 3 in LDA results) is an error and is less discriminative for topic analysis. Table 3 shows the perplexity of the test set using the background LM (baseline) and each of the topic LMs, from clustering and LDA respectively. We can see that for the entire test set, a topic LM generally performs much worse than the generic LM. This is expected, since the size of a topic cluster is much smaller than that of the entire training set, and the test set may contain documents from different topics. However, we found that when using an optimal topic model (i.e., the topic LM that yields the lowest perplexity among the 5 topic LMs), 23.45% of the documents in the test set have a lower perplexity value than that obtained from the generic LM. This suggests that a topic model could benefit LM adaptation and motivates a dynamic topic adaptation approach for different test documents. Table 3 . Perplexity results using the baseline LM vs. the single topic LMs.
Clustering vs. LDA Based LM Adaptation
In this section, we compare three LM adaptation paradigms. As we discussed in Section 3, two of them are clustering based topic analysis, but using different strategies to choose the optimal cluster; and the third one is based on LDA analysis that uses a dynamic weighting scheme for adapted topic mixture model. Figure 2 shows the perplexity results using different interpolation parameters with the general LM. 5 topics were used in both clustering and LDA based approaches (as in Section 4.2). "CL-CE" means clustering based topic analysis via cross entropy criterion, "CL-Cos" represents clustering based topic analysis via cosine distance criterion, and "LDA-MIX" denotes LDA based topic mixture model, which uses 5 mixture topic LMs. We observe that all three adaptation approaches outperform the baseline when using a proper interpolation weight. "CL-CE" yields the best perplexity of 469.75 when λ is 0.5, a reduction of 6.46% against the baseline perplexity of 502.02. For clustering based adaptation, between the two strategies used to determine the topic for a test document, "CL-CE" outperforms "CL-Cos". This indicates that the cosine distance measure using only names is less effective than cross entropy for LM adaptation. In addition, cosine similarity does not match perplexity as well as the CE-based distance measure. Similarly, for the LDA based approach, using only NEs may not be sufficient to find appropriate weights for the topic model. This also explains the bigger interpolation weight for the general LM in CL-Cos and LDA-MIX than that in "CL-CE".
For a fair comparison between the clustering and LDA based LM adaptation approaches, we also evaluated using the topic mixture model for the clustering based approach and using only one topic in the LDA based method. For clustering based adaptation, we constructed topic mixture models using the weights obtained from a linear normalization of the two distance measures presented in Section 3.2. In order to use only one topic model in LDA based adaptation, we chose the topic cluster that has the largest weight in the adapted topic mixture model (as in Sec 3.3). Table  4 shows the perplexity for the three approaches (CL-Cos, CL-CE, and LDA) using the mixture topic models versus a single topic LM. We observe similar trends as in Figure 2 when changing the interpolation weight λ with the generic LM; therefore, in Table 4 we only present results for one optimal interpolation weight. Table 4 . Perplexity results using the adapted topic model (single vs. mixture) for clustering and LDA based approaches.
We can see from Table 4 that using the mixture model in clustering based adaptation does not improve performance. This may be attributed to how the interpolation weights are calculated. For example, only names are used in cosine distance, and the normalized distance may not be appropriate weights. We also notice negligible difference when only using one topic in the LDA based framework. This might be because of the small number of topics currently used. Intuitively, using a mixture model should yield better performance, since LDA itself is based on the assumption of generating words from multiple topics. We will investigate the impact of the number of topics on LM adaptation in Section 4.5.
Effect of Different Feature Configurations on LM Adaptation
We suspect that using only named entities may not provide enough information about the 'topics' of the documents, therefore we investigate expanding the feature vectors with other words. Since generally content words are more indicative of the topic of a document than function words, we used a POS tagger (Hillard et al., 2006) to select words for latent topic analysis. We kept words with three POS classes: noun (NN, NR, NT), verb (VV), and modi-fier (JJ), selected from the LDC POS set 2 . This is similar to the removal of stop words widely used in information retrieval. Figure 3 shows the perplexity results for three different feature configurations, namely, all-words (w), names (n), and names plus syntactically filtered items (n+), for the CL-CE and LDA based approaches. The LDA based LM adaptation paradigm supports our hypothesis. Using named information instead of all the words seems to efficiently eliminate redundant information and achieve better performance. In addition, expanding named entities with syntactically filtered items yields further improvement. For CL-CE, using named information achieves the best result among the three configurations. This might be because that the clustering method is less powerful in analyzing the principal components as well as dealing with redundant information than the LDA model. 
Impact of Predefined Topic Number on LM Adaptation
LDA based topic analysis typically uses a large number of topics to capture the fine grained topic space. In this section, we evaluate the effect of the number of topics on LM adaptation. For comparison, we evaluate this for both LDA and CL-CE, similar to Section 4.3. We use the "n+" feature configuration as in Section 4.4, that is, names plus POS filtered items. When using a single-topic adapted model in the LDA or CL-CE based approach, finer-grained topic analysis (i.e., increasing the number of topics) leads to worse performance mainly because of the smaller clusters for each topic; therefore, we only show results here using 2 See http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~chinese/posguide.3rd.ch.pdf the mixture topic adapted models. Figure 4 shows the perplexity results using different numbers of topics. The interpolation weight λ with the general LM is 0.5 in all the experiments. For the topic mixture LMs, we used a maximum of 9 mixtures (a limitation in the current SRILM toolkit) when the number of topics is greater than 9.
We observe that as the number of topics increases, the perplexity reduces significantly for LDA. When the number of topics is 50, the adapted LM using LDA achieves a perplexity reduction of 11.35% compared to using 5 topics, and 14.23% against the baseline generic LM. Therefore, using finer-grained multiple topics in dynamic adaptation improves system performance. When the number of topics increases further, e.g., to 100, the performance degrades slightly. This might be due to the limitation of the number of the topic mixtures used. A similar trend is observable for the CL-CE approach, but the effect of the topic number is much greater in LDA than CL-CE. Figure 4 . Perplexity results using different predefined numbers of topics for LDA and CL-CE.
Discussion
As we know, although there is an increasing amount of training data available for LM training, it is still only for limited domains and styles. Creating new training data for different domains is time consuming and labor intensive, therefore it is very important to develop algorithms for LM adaptation. We investigate leveraging named entities in the LM adaptation task. Though some errors of NER may be introduced, our experimental results have shown that exploring named information for topic analysis is promising for LM adaptation. Furthermore, this framework may have other advantages. For speech recognition, using NEs for topic analysis can be less vulnerable to recognition errors. For instance, we may add a simple module to compute the similarity between two NEs based on the word tokens or phonetics, and thus compensate the recognition errors inside NEs. Whereas, word-based models, such as the traditional cache LMs, may be more sensitive to recognition errors that are likely to have a negative impact on the prediction of the current word. From this point of view, our framework can potentially be more robust in the speech processing task. In addition, the number of NEs in a document is much smaller than that of the words, as shown in Table 1 ; hence, using NEs can also reduce the computational complexity, in particular in topic analysis for training.
Conclusion and Future Work
We compared several unsupervised LM adaptation methods leveraging named entities, and proposed a new dynamic weighting scheme for topic mixture model based on LDA topic analysis. Experimental results have shown that the NE-driven LM adaptation approach outperforms using all the words, and yields perplexity reduction compared to the baseline generic LM. In addition, we find that for the LDA based method, adding other content words, combined with an increased number of topics, can further improve the performance, achieving up to 14.23% perplexity reduction compared to the baseline LM.
The experiments in this paper combine models primarily through simple linear interpolation. Thus one direction of our future work is to develop algorithms to automatically learn appropriate interpolation weights. In addition, our work in this paper has only showed promising results in perplexity reduction. We will investigate using this framework of LM adaptation for N-best or lattice rescoring in speech recognition.
